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St James’ Church of England Primary Academy 
Minutes of Resources Committee Meeting Monday 7th July 2020 5.00pm Videoconference 

 
 Present    
Jon Adams (Chair) Alastair Brown (AB) Richard Kelly (RK) 
Divya Bheekee (DB) Jeremy Broyd (JB) Jeremy Payne (JP) Principal 
Sarah Baptist (SB) Bianca Attie (BA)  
   
Clerk: Brian Townshend   

 
Start time: 5.00pm                                                                                                      Governor challenge in blue. 
 
 Minutes Action 

1. Welcome 
The Chair led the opening prayer.  
 

 

2. 
 

Apologies 
Apologies were received and accepted from Martin Leamon and Michael Owen.  
 
 

 

3.  Pecuniary/Personal Business Interests  
The Clerk advised governors of a business interest of Michael Owen which has been 
recorded on the Academy’s Register of Business Interests.  
  

 
 

4. Agree Minutes of Meetings on 18th May and 18th June 2020.  
These were accepted as a true and accurate record. ACTION: The Chair to send the 
Clerk electronic sign off.  

 
 

JA 
 

5.  Matters arising from the Meetings not on the agenda. 
All actions are in the following agenda items. There were no other matters arising.  
 

 

6.  School Business Manager’s Report  
RK presented his previously provided report which included the following: 

• Update on the financial impact of Covid-19  
• 2019/20 budget update  
• Draft budget forecast for 2020/21 
• Capital resources expenditure  
• Staffing update 
• Contract updates 

The Chair asked if anyone had any questions and raised the following queries: 
Re. 1.b. and 1.c. why is there a meal income reduction of £9k and decreased 
expenditure to the contractor of £5k? RK responded that was a result of the P&WDAT’s 
mid-cycle change of comparison between actual against re-forecast budget to actuals 
against original budget.  
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The Chair questioned the rationale for such a change in reporting, RK responding that 
he was unaware of the full reasons. Moving into the new financial year this approach 
should not cause a problem and the 2020/21 budget should be more accurate but it 
does cause challenges mid-cycle. 
Re. 4.c the Chair expressed concern that incorrect historic salary payments to staff have 
been uncovered and questioned whether this is audited by the P&WDAT under the 
Centrally Retained Partnership Document.  RK advised that the errors appeared to arise 
from unrelated procedural errors. When asked by the Chair whether back pay may be 
required and of the full cost impact RK advised that it is likely to be c.£1.5k. The Chair 
asked whether any requests should be made for the excess to be refunded, RK replying 
that most anomalies relate to TAs on limited incomes and it would not be appropriate 
in the present circumstances when considerable goodwill is required. A governor 
questioned whether the staff concerned are aware that their future pay packet will be 
reduced, RK responding that as yet they weren’t.  
 
JP commended RK for his forensic approach to the situation and expressed frustration 
at what is coming to light but confidence that matters would soon be back on track, 
helped by the imminent start of a new financial reporting year.  
 
Re. Coronavirus impacts a governor asked whether the staff concerned had taken their 
time off in lieu and, if not, what are the consequences.  JP advised that they could be 
paid instead or take holiday once the academy had returned to normal working 
conditions and that their time off would be pre-booked and covered by staff internally. 
 
The Chair questioned how a savings cost in supply teachers could be achieved by 
sourcing via an agency (Item 5.d).  JP advised that historically certain supply teachers 
have been used owing to their familiarity with the Academy and its culture. The 
potential cost saving was somewhat unexpected and wouldn’t per se result in a 
reduction in quality of teaching. JP advised that having reviewed this year’s supply 
budget overspend the 2020/21 staffing plan will have a reduced budgetary 
requirement.   
 
2020/21 budget: 
The Chair requested clarification of the procedural approval requirements, RK advising 
that the budget needs to be submitted by the P&WDAT to the DfE by 15/07 following 
Local Governing Board approval, although there has to date been no dialogue with the 
P&WDAT. Approval will need to be given by the next FGB on 13/07.  
 
DB joined the meeting at this point.  
 
The Chair asked for a comparison with ytd. actuals. RK advised that he could provide 
May management accounts together with his own spreadsheet analysis for review. 
ACTION: RK is to provide to committee members by 09/07 with brief rationale and 
governors to provide feedback to RK/JA by end 10/07 prior to discussion at FGB on 
13/07.  
 
RK advised that the 2020/21 budget reflects a more accurate figure across all budget 
lines to address the biggest issue of staffing overspend. It has been fully discussed with 
JP and AB.  
A governor thanked RK for the early provision of his report.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RK/all 
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7.  Centrally Retained Partnership Document 
JP reminded governors that this year’s agreement had only been received last February 
and represented £78k (5% of the academy’s budget) for the provision of P&WDAT 
central services. The full provision of some of these have been previously questioned 
(e.g. the sixteen days of consultant support) and there have been deficiencies in the 
level of support received in other areas, e.g. finance and policy reviews. This has been 
an ongoing item of discussion for the Local Governing Board and between JP and the 
Trust CEO.  
 
It was agreed that concerns had been sufficiently raised and that there would no doubt 
be further discussion regarding next year’s agreement. No further action is currently 
proposed but governors look forward to dialogue with the PWDAT regarding any refund 
of unused top slice and the agreement for next year. 
   

 

8.  Premises Site Manager’s Report 
JB advised that there have been no known incidents of vandalism since lockdown. There 
has, though, been a noticeable increase in the sight of drug dealing in the vicinity, as 
experienced in the past, and the police have been informed. This is not unusual in 
Summer and is of considerable concern as the regular meeting place is within sight of 
three classrooms. Governors asked for clarification of the precise location but as it is 
outside the school perimeter there is nothing more than can be done. The nearby CCTV 
(which is not in fact working) has never been a deterrent. 
 
JB has instigated extra cleaning routines during the Covid-19 crisis. There have been no 
reported cases of the virus amongst pupils and staff. He is having a handover meeting 
tomorrow with the existing cleaning contractors, Rapidclean, and the new contractors, 
Two Counties. The latter have changed the daily cleaning hours from 3.15-5.15pm to 
5pm-7pm which will prove more convenient for Academy staff.   
 
During the lockdown there have been no lettings in the hall so no new issues with out of 
hours alarm call outs.  
 
JP advised that, regrettably, JB would be leaving St James’ in July having achieved a 
promotion elsewhere and thanked him for his significant contribution, which was 
endorsed by governors. JB’s replacement will need to be sought quickly.  
  

 

9.  H&S Update 
JB advised that he has finished his internal H&S audit based on the P&WDAT 
documentation although there had been no approach by the Trust on this issue during 
the year. There were no specific problems to report. 
 
ACTION: BA/JB to have a review discussion before the end of term.  
 
It was agreed that BA’s termly H&S walk reports would be an agenda item in the first 
Resources Committee meeting of each term. ACTION: Clerk to note agenda planner.   
 

 
 
 
 
 

BA/JB 
 
 

CLERK 

10.  Communication with parents 
Action 190520:8. Letter to parents asking for a time commitment to the school. JP did 
not consider that it was the right time to make such a request, particularly to new 
parents, when considerable goodwill and understanding continues to be required from 
parents during the Covid-19 crisis. Governors agreed. CLOSED. 
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Action 191202:8. Communication with parents- Local Governing Board website. The 
Clerk presented the draft Local Governing Board website pages prepared with JA and 
MO and asked for any feedback before wider presentation to FGB on 13/07. He 
requested that every governor provides a brief bio and a portrait photogragh by the end 
of this term. The Clerk will finalise the format in readiness for uploading onto the 
Academy’s website and communicating to parents early in the Autumn term.   
 

 
All 

11.  Policy Reviews 
Both RK and the Clerk have had recent discussions with P&WDAT regarding the 
backlogs in the policy review programme. It was agreed that this will need to be a focus 
early in the Autumn term to co-ordinate for 2020/21. 
 
The statutory P&WDAT Supporting Pupils with Medical Conditions Policy was presented 
to governors for noting. Whilst it has yet to be localised it was agreed to note this as the 
wording is standardised. This was agreed. 
 

 

12.  Correspondence 
RK requested governor’s approval to write off a debt of £365 from a hirer of the school 
hall from a Slimming World franchisee who had subsequently ceased trading. Chaser 
letters had not proved fruitful and all contact has been lost. Governors gave their 
approval, noting that based on a £12 per hour hire rate the bookings had continued to 
be honoured for a considerable period after the last payment had been received and 
that either advance payments or more regular billng/monitoring is required once the 
hall can be re-let in future.  ACTION: RK to review policy/procedures.  

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RK 

13. AoB 
The Clerk is to contact MO following his recent move to Norway to ascertain his future 
governorship intentions. 
 

 
Clerk 

14.   Date of Next Meeting: Clerk to advise. Tuesday’s at 5pm are a good time of day/week. Clerk 
 

15.  Close of Meeting  
The Chair thanked everyone for their contributions, particularly RK for his financial 
update and Jeremy Broyd. Grace was said and the meeting closed at 6.30pm. 
  

 

 

Date 
Raised: 

Action description: Who by: 

190520:1 Finance: Centrally Retained Funding Partnership Document. Update 
11/02: JP will discuss with the P&WDAT Interim CEO and it was agreed to 
continue with this discussion at the next meeting. Update 30/03: Now 
received and circulated. JP is to provide his analysis at the next meeting. 
Update 18.05: c/f to 7th July. Update 07/07: Discussed and agreed that no 
further action is appropriate. CLOSED. 
 

CLOSED 

190520:8 Introductory Letter to Parents: JP to consider including wording requesting 
some form of parental commitment to the school. Update 09/07: JP to 
advise. c/f. Update 02/12: c/f. Update 11/02: JP agreed that he would 
consider this further in the summer term nearer the time the letters are 
sent out. Update 30/03: c/f. Update 18.05: c/f to 7th July.  

CLOSED 
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Update 07/07: Discussed and agreed that it is not an appropriate time 
during the Covid-19 crisis to make such an approach to parents, especially 
new ones. CLOSED  
 

191202:1 Terms of Reference: The Clerk is to review with the Chair for presentation 
at the next meeting. Update 11/02: The Clerk is continuing to review these 
together with a new Committee Annual Planner and will present both at 
the next meeting having reviewed with JA.                                                    
Update 30/03: Amendments were approved and will need validation by 
FGB for the next academic year. Update 18/05: c/f. Update 07/07: c/f. 
 

Clerk/FGB 

191202:4 Budget: The first meeting of the Summer term will review forthcoming 
resource expenditure. Update 11/02: c/f. Update 30/03: c/f. Update 18/05: 
c/f. Update 07/07: Details provided in Business Manager’s report. CLOSED. 
 

CLOSED 

191202:6 H&S Audit: Even of not received from P&WDAT JB will complete the audit 
by the end of term. Update 11/02: c/f. Update 30/03: c/f. Update 18/05: 
c/f. Update 07/07: Audit completed. JB and BA are to have a review 
meeting prior to JB’s departure at the end of term.  
 

JB/BA 

191202:8 Governor Communication with parents: Update 11/02: Discussed. JA and 
MO are to review the governor section of the website and recommend 
changes (such as governor photos and player profiles) to make it more useful 
to parents. Update 30/03: c/f. Update 18/05: Clerk to send out a draft of 
proposals for comment and all governors are to provide a photograph and a 
brief personal bio. Update 07/07: The Clerk presented draft Local Governing 
Board website page design proposals and asked for feedback and provision 
of a bio and portrait photograph from governors by the end of term. To be 
discussed at FGB 13/07.   
 

All/FGB 

201102:1 Building Capital Plan: JP is to present in the Summer term. Update 30/03: 
c/f. Update 18/05: c/f. Update 07/07: Included in the Business Manager’s 
report. CLOSED.  
 

CLOSED 

201102:2 Statutory NQT Policy: The Clerk advised that he was still awaiting to hear 
back from the P&WDAT regarding a required new statutory NQT policy and 
had referred them to Hampshire CC. who have developed a model policy. 
Clerk to monitor progress. Update 30/03: The Clerk has chased. No 
developments. c/f. Update 18/05: c/f. Update 07/07: Still awaited from the 
P&WDAT. No further developments. c/f 
  

Clerk 

180620:1 Cleaning Contract: RK to obtain approval by the P&WDAT for the Two 
Counties contract and sign off by 24th June. Update 07/07: Approval 
obtained and contract signed. CLOSED. 
 

CLOSED 

070720:1 Minutes of 18th May and 18th June: JA to send the Clerk electronic sign off. 
CLOSED. 
 

CLOSED 

070720:2 2020/21 Budget: RK to provide to committee members by 09/07 with brief 
rationale and governors to provide feedback to RK/JA by end 10/07 prior to 
discussion at FGB on 13/07.   

RK/all 
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070720:3 H&S: BA/JB to have a review discussion before the end of term. 
 

BA/JB 

070720:4 H&S agenda item: It was agreed that BA’s termly H&S walk reports would 
be an agenda item in the first Resources Committee meeting of each term. 
Clerk to note agenda planner.   
 

Clerk 

070720:5 Lettings policy debt write off: RK is to review policy/procedures regarding 
late payments. 
 

RK 

070720:6 Committee membership: The Clerk is to contact MO following his recent 
move to Norway to ascertain his future governorship intentions. 
 

Clerk 

070720:7 Date of Next Meeting: Clerk to advise. Tuesday’s at 5pm are a good time of 
day/week. 
 

Clerk 

 

 

 


